
8      Oral sex

143      I love you

182      I hate you

420      Marijuana

459      I love you

1174      Nude club

1337 or L337    Leet aka cool

53X      Sex

9 and CD9 or “Code 9”   Parents are nearby

99      Parents are gone

ADR      Address

AEAP      As early as possible

AF      As f**k

ALAP      As late as possible

ASL      Age/Sex/Location

ASLP      Age, sex, location, photo

     (someone asking for your child’s private information )

Broken     Hung Over



C-P      Sleepy

CU46      See you for sex

DOC      Drug of choice

F2F      Face to face aka Facetime

GNOC     Get naked on cam

GNRN     Get naked right now

GYOC     Get your pants off

HAK      Hugs and kisses

ILU      I love you

IPN      I’m posting naked

IWSN      I want sex now

J/O      Jerking off

KFY or K4Y     Kiss for you

KMS      Kill myself

KOTL      Kiss on the lips

KPC      Keeping parents clueless

KYS      Kill yourself

LH6      Lets have sex

LMIRL      Let’s meet in real life

MOOS     Member of the opposite sex

MorF      Male or female

MOS      Mum over shoulder

MOSS     Member(s) of the same sex

MPFB      My personal f**k buddy

NALOPKT     Not a lot of people know that

NIFOC     Naked in front of computer

P911      Parent alert or parent emergency
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PAL      Parents are listening

PAW or PRW    Parents are watching

PIR      Parents in room

POS      Parents over shoulder

PRON     Porn

Q2C      Quick to cum

RU/18     Are you over 18?

RUH      Are you horny?

RUMORF     Are you male or female?

SR2      Send to receive

Sugarpic     Suggestive or erotic photograph

TDTM      Talk dirty to me

THOT      Promiscuous girl

TINA      Crystal Meth (ICE)

WTF      What the f**k

WTTP      Want to trade pictures?

WUF      Where you from

WYCM     Will you call me

WYRN     What’s your real name

ZERG      To gang up on someone


